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I study the tradeoff between innovation and investor protection on
crowdfunding platforms. Informing investors about the potential
risks of a given investment opportunity protects them from fail-
ure, but comes at the cost of dissuading innovation. I show that
a regulator, who values investor protection, may find it optimal to
choose disclosure requirements that are not fully informative about
projects. Partial disclosure enables investors to commit to some-
times fund bad projects encouraging further innovation. I provide
necessary and sufficient conditions, under which a profit motivated
platform would set investor-optimal disclosure requirements. Op-
timal dynamic regulatory experiment also is studied.

Crowdfunding is a form of financing startups that is believed to complement tradi-
tional venture capital investing by motivating further innovation. As the Wall Street
Journal put it, “Crowdfunding has the potential to revolutionize the financing of
small business, transforming millions of users of social media such as Facebook into
overnight venture capitalists, and giving life to valuable business ideas that might
otherwise go unfunded (WSJ, 2013).”

Crowdfunding platforms match innovators (entrepreneurs) with investors who are
typically less experienced, than those involved in venture capital funding (see Lenz
2015). For this reason, investor protection is an important aspect of this new market.
The JOBS act, passed by the U.S. House of Representatives on March 8, 2012,
sets out the rules for the crowdfunding platforms and ensures investor protection.
Although its details are still controversial, one of the main objectives of the JOBS
act is to ensure adequate disclosure of entrepreneur information to the potential
investors.

Imposing stringent disclosure requirements on innovators directly benefits in-
vestors by helping them screen innovators. However, it comes at the cost of dis-
suading innovation. How should disclosure requirements be designed to protect
investors from failure while encouraging innovation?

I show that the optimal disclosure requirements may be partial. To see why, con-
sider the decision of an investor (henceforth, “she”) who obtains perfect information
about an innovator’s (hentheforth, “he”) project quality. Because the investor can-
not commit to invest in low quality projects, investment takes place if and only
if the project is of high quality. The innovator, who initially is unsure about the
quality of his project, expects then that his project is funded if and only if it is of
high quality. If he attributes sufficiently low probability to this contingency, he has
no incentives to innovate at an early stage or enter the crowdfunding platform. Full
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disclosure disincentivizes innovation.
This issue can be addressed by using milder disclosure requirements. For example,

the platform may commit to occasionally hide evidence from the investor that the
project is of low quality, and thereby increase the chance of being successfully funded.
While concealing information from the investor makes it more difficult for her to
screen innovators, it alleviates her commitment problem. This leads to the following
insight:

Insight 1: Optimal disclosure may be partial. Partial disclosure compen-
sates for the investor’s lack of commitment and improves social welfare
(including making the investor strictly better off).

Formally, I study an interaction between an innovator and an investor on a plat-
form. The platform is committed to disclosure requirements and chooses a fee
structure (platform usage fees for the innovator and investor) to maximize expected
profits. The innovator decides whether to incur a fixed cost of innovation, pay the
fees, and enter the platform. The potential quality of the innovation (project) is
unknown to the innovator when making the decision. If he innovates and enters
the platform, a signal is revealed to the investor according to the disclosure require-
ments. The investor observes the signal realization and decides whether to fund
the project. The investor only values high quality projects. The innovator enjoys a
weakly higher payoff in the contingency when his project gets funded and is realized
to be of high quality compared to the contingency when the project is funded and
is of low quality.

Motivated by the current regulatory practice in this market, I consider two cases
for who holds the authority to set disclosure requirements on a platform:

• Regulated Disclosure Requirements: The regulator chooses disclosure require-
ments to maximize investor’s welfare net of platform fees. 1

• Unregulated Disclosure Requirements: The profit-motivated platform chooses
disclosure requirements.

The regulator’s optimal disclosure requirements depend on the probability that
the innovator’s project is of high quality (success rate of innovation). For an inter-
mediate success rate, the optimal is a partial disclosure policy that minimizes the
probability that the investor is recommended to invest whenever the innovation is
of low quality, subject to incentivizing innovation. Full disclosure is optimal if the
success rate of innovation is sufficiently high, while for sufficiently low success rate
of innovation, there is no way to incentivize innovation and ensure non-negative
expected payoff to the investor.

Under the unregulated disclosure requirements, in addition to the success rate of
innovation, the platform’s optimal disclosure requirements depend on the investment

1 Some examples of regulators are: the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in the USA, Ontario
Securities Commission in Canada, Financial Conduct Authority in the UK.
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level required to fund the project and the difference in the innovator’s payoff from
the contingency when the project gets funded and turns out to be of low quality
and the contingency when the project is funded and turns out to be of high quality.
This difference is interpreted as a cost of bad reputation to the innovator (hence-
forth, “reputation cost”). Reputation cost may arise due to the loss of trust in the
innovator’s ability to deliver good projects if he fails to deliver the current project.
The above mentioned difference in payoffs captures such concerns in a reduced form
and turns out to be an important determinant of the platform’s optimal disclosure
requirements.

Whenever the reputation cost is sufficiently high relative to the investment level
required to fund the project, the platform’s profit maximization problem becomes
equivalent to the investor’s welfare maximization. The platform chooses the regula-
tor’s optimal disclosure requirements and extracts investor surplus using the project
fees. The reason is that increasing the probability of investment in the low quality
project increases the innovator’s welfare less than it decreases the investor’s welfare.
Hence, decreasing that probability enables the platform to extract higher surplus
from the investor compared to the loss in the innovator’s surplus extraction. When-
ever the reputation cost is sufficiently low relative to the investment level required
to fund the project, the platform sets the disclosure requirements that maximize
innovator’s welfare. The intuition is the mirror image of the previous case. This
leads to the following insight:

Insight 2: Regulation is unnecessary if and only if the reputation cost is
sufficiently high relative to the required investment - the platform imple-
ments the same disclosure requirements as the regulator would under the
regulated disclosure requirements.

Insight 2 suggests that any regulatory tool that would be able to control reputa-
tion cost or required investment is a potential substitute for regulating disclosure
requirements. Studying the regulations affecting required investment (e.g. income
or capital gains tax) is out of the scope of this paper. I focus on regulations affecting
reputation cost.

The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in the USA, by rule, can require
an equity based platform to implement certain types of online reputation systems
(e.g. innovator rating systems). A reputation system ties innovator’s performance to
his reputation. An effective reputation system induces high reputation cost for the
innovator. When should a regulator request a platform to implement more effective
reputation system? I show the following,

Insight 3: From a regulator’s perspective, an effective reputation system
can benefit if and only if disclosure requirements are not regulated.

Insight 3 follows from two observations. First, an effective reputation system
discourages innovation for a given disclosure requirements. The reason is straight-
forward - higher reputation cost means lower expected benefit for the innovator from
using the platform and can only discourage him to innovate. This makes a regulator
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more constrained in choosing optimal disclosure requirements leading to the result
that an effective regulation system can only hurt whenever disclosure requirements
are regulated. Second, to see how an effective reputation system can benefit when
disclosure requirements are not regulated, consider a case in which the condition
from the insight 2 does not hold. By implementing sufficiently effective reputation
system a regulator would induce sufficiently high reputation cost relative to the cost
of investment - inducing the platform to implement the regulator-optimal disclo-
sure requirements. Of course, this would also discourage innovation. I show that
under certain conditions the benefits from inducing the platform to implement the
regulator-optimal disclosure requirements out-weights the losses from discouraging
innovation.

Setting out the rules for crowdfunding is not a one-shot problem. Experimen-
tation is a key component that drives evolution of rules. The SEC is involved in
continuous rulemaking while the JOBS act has been subject to several amendments.
Moreover, since crowdfunding is a relatively new phenomenon, there is much uncer-
tainty surrounding it. This further stresses importance of experimentation. Gubler
(2013) proposes a regulatory experiment in order to better understand crowdfunding
potential and at the same time to adjust disclosure requirements correspondingly:

“SEC, in adopting its rules, could treat crowdfunding with a relatively
light regulatory touch: for example, by not requiring audited financials
but specifying that the rule will expire after three to five years. If the
evidence over that period suggests the incidence of fraud is high, then
the agency might impose stricter and more permanent requirements.”

At the heart of such an approach lies the task of designing disclosure requirements
that ensure investor protection, incentivize innovation and at the same time allow
regulator to learn some features of the market with the hope of designing even better
disclosure requirements as learning takes place.

To understand the role of experimentation, I study a dynamic extension of the
static model. The uncertainty about the market is captured by the aggregate uncer-
tainty on the success rate of innovation. Innovators have private information about
the true success rate.

The optimal regulatory experiment boils down to choosing either to learn from the
observed quality of implemented projects or to learn from the actions of innovators.
It is a threshold policy in beliefs on the success rate of innovation, prescribing to set
more informative disclosure requirements when beliefs become sufficiently in favor
of high success rate - precluding entry of innovators in case there is a low success
rate and thus learning the true success rate from the decisions of the innovators.
Otherwise, it keeps setting less stringent requirements and slowly learns from the
market outcomes (realizations of project qualities).

The dynamics of the optimal regulatory experiment reverses Gubler’s proposal if
we think about failure instead of fraud.

Insight 4: If the evidence suggests that the incidence of project failure
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is high, the optimal regulatory experiment prescribes to set milder dis-
closure requirements.

Outline

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section I gives an account
of the related work. Section II sets up the model. Section III discusses the case of
regulated disclosure requirements, identifies the key tradeoff between innovation and
investor protection, and culminates in the insight 1. Section IV studies unregulated
disclosure requirements and culminates in the insight 2. Section V studies the value
of reputation systems to a regulator and culminates in the insight 3. Section VI sets
up the dynamic model and discusses optimal dynamic regulatory experimentation
culminating in the insight 4. Section VII discusses several extensions. All formal
derivations and proofs are relegated to the appendix.

I. Literature Review

Most models of crowdfunding study the merits of crowdfunding that arise due to
the availability of pre-selling, facilitating learning of consumer demand.

Strausz (2016) considers a model in this spirit. He studies a design of Pareto
efficient crowdfunding platform in the presence of moral hazard and asymmetric
information on the part of entrepreneur. The entrepreneur, once he collects funds
on the platform, can run away without implementing a project. He also possesses
private information on his production costs. The principal uses a mechanism that
mitigates bad incentives arising from asymmetric information and moral hazard.
Chang (2016) and Chemla & Tinn (2016) compare all-or-nothing and take-it-all
funding schemes also in the presence of moral hazard and demand uncertainty.
Ellman & Hurkens (2015) abstract from moral hazard and interpret crowdfunding
platform as a commitment device for entrepreneurs. Threshold funding rules, that
are prevalent, can be thought of as entrepreneurs committing to the production
only in case sufficient funds are extracted from consumers and threatening not to
produce otherwise.

Unlike these papers, I study a less explored aspect of crowdfunding design - disclo-
sure requirements. I abstract away from the demand uncertainty and focus on how
much information should be given to investors. Given their inexperience, investors
value information about the quality of projects.

The paper is also related to the Bayesian persuasion literature pioneered by Ka-
menica & Gentzkow (2011). Among the descendents of that paper, the most closely
related to the structure of my model are Boleslavsky & Kim (2017) and Barron
et al (2017). Those papers study the baseline persuasion model structure (as in
Kamenica & Gentzkow (2011)) with the additional agent acting at the beginning
of the game. The twist in such classes of games is that the first mover’s decision
depends on the persuasion rule rather than the realization of posterior beliefs.

The literature on two-sided markets (Rochet & Tirole (2003)) has emphasized the
importance of externalities for the optimal pricing structures chosen by platforms.
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Roughly, the message is that one should jointly take into account the demand from
both sides of the market for a service/product offered by a platform. The intuition
that my paper offers for the optimal fee structures verify some of the lessons learned
from that literature in a context where the platform has an additional tool (disclosure
requirements) that could be helpful in controlling externalities between the two sides
of the market.

The dynamic extension of the model is related to the papers that merge Bayesian
persuasion and experimentation. Kremer, Mansour & Perry (2014) study the dy-
namic interaction of a principal with myopic uninformed agents. The principal
privately learns information from agents’ actions and commits to an information
disclosure to subsequent agents. Like them, I also study to what extent the principal
should induce experimentation by the agents. Unlike them, in my model the prin-
cipal can always induce full experimentation (i.e. learning the true state instantly)
- rather than finding out how a principal can induce as much experimentation as
possible the interesting angle in my model is to see to what extent the principal
should deter experimentation. Other important distinctions are that in my model
all the agents’ actions are public information, the state on which experimentation
takes place is privately known by certain players (innovators) and information dis-
closure is public. Che & Hörner (2015) is in the spirit of Kremer, Mansour & Perry
(2014) but, unlike them and like me, Che & Hörner (2015) study public disclosure
and focus on the dynamics of learning that happens gradually in their model. Like
in Kremer, Mansour & Perry (2014), the second best in Che & Hörner (2015) always
involves under-experimentation while in my model under-experimentation is not an
issue; on the contrary, the principal may have to deter over-experimentation.

II. The Model

An innovator needs to decide whether to use the crowdfunding platform for fi-
nancing his innovation (project). He needs an amount m > 0. To use the platform,
he has to incur the cost c + cE ≥ 0, where cE is the platform entry fee, and c is
the initial cost of developing a product. For instance, c can be the cost of creating
a product prototype, doing initial research, or cost of some minimal level of effort
that is needed to obtain the evidence that the innovator indeed has something to
offer on the platform.

The innovator’s project can be one of two qualities - high (H) or low (L). The
project is H with probability p ∈ [0, 1]. At the time of making the platform entry
decision, the innovator does not know the quality of his project.2

If the innovator does not enter the platform he gets payoff 0 from the outside
option. Otherwise, he must incur the cost c + cE . The set of available actions for
the innovator is A = {E,NE}, where E denotes entry and NE - no entry.

Once the innovator enters the platform, he must comply with the disclosure re-
quirements that are present. The platform commits to a disclosure rule (require-

2 More realistic timing where first, the innovator decides on whether to do the initial development, then
observing certain signals about project quality makes the platform entry decision, is developed in Section
VIIA. None of the results are altered.
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ments) that generates signals about the project’s quality to the investor who is
uninformed about the project’s quality. After the investor observes information
shared by the platform, she decides whether to invest an amount m > 0 in the
project. If investment takes place, the innovator’s payoff is 1 from the high quality
project and payoff k ≡ 1 − cr from the low quality project, where cr captures rep-
utation cost to the innovator. If the project turns out to be of low quality ex post
then the innovator may suffer a reputation cost arising from the loss of investors’
trust in innovator’s ability to deliver good results. Also, note that the payoff of 1
from the high quality project is a normalization. We can always normalize payoff
to the innovator from the high quality project to 1 by appropriately adjusting c.
Throughout the paper I assume that reputation costs are sufficiently low relative to
the innovator entry cost i.e. k ≥ c.3

The investor gets payoff of 1 from the high quality project and 0 from the low
quality project. The set of available actions to the investor is AI = {IN,NI} where
IN denotes investment and NI - no investment. The investor may also have to pay
fees to the platform upon investment (explained in more details below).

The following expression shows the payoffs to the innovator (row) and the investor
(column) from each combination of project qualities and actions of the investor net
of the platform fees and conditional on the innovator playing E:

IN NI
H 1− c, 1−m −c, 0
L k − c,−m −c, 0

Formally, a disclosure rule is a set of signals S and a pair of conditional distri-
butions over S, f(s|H) and f(s|L). I assume that S is finite. Let Θ = {H,L} be
the set of project qualities and θ stand for an element from this set. The set of all
possible disclosure rules is denoted D and d = (S, f(s|θ)θ∈Θ) denotes a particular
element from D.

A given disclosure rule can be thought of as arising from a set of audited financial
documentation, specifications about business plan and risks, questionnaires, how
securities offered are being valued and other information that signals quality of the
offering and is verifiable either by a regulator (e.g. SEC), the platform, investors
or any other credible third parties. A disclosure rule can also be interpreted as an
experiment that provides information about some features of a product prototype.4

As already noted, the platform sets fees for its services provided to investors
and innovators. The platform fee structure consists of cE ≥ 0 and (cI(s))s∈S such
that cI(s) ≥ 0 for each s ∈ S. Here cE stands for the platform usage fee paid by
innovator and (cI(s))s∈S are the platform usage fees for the investor conditional on

3 This assumption is made for the clarity of exposition. All qualitative features of all results remain true
for k ∈ (0, c). For k ≤ 0, the analysis is trivial as investor and innovator have aligned preferences in the
sense that they both prefer that L projects not be implemented. Hence, optimal disclosure (both, for SEC
and the platform) is always full disclosure.

4 For example, Kickstarter requires the projects that involve manufacturing gadgets to provide demos of
working prototypes. Photorealistic renderings are prohibited.
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each realization of the signal. I assume that the investor observes the realization of
the signal, s, before deciding whether she wants to use the platform for making the
investment. Let a realization of s be denoted by s̄.

Let cP (d) = (cE , (cI(s))s∈S) denote a fee structure for a given d and CP (d) denote
all possible fee structures for a given d. Note that the set of possible fee structures
depends on d only through S.

I study two cases of the model - one in which disclosure requirements is regulated
and hence chosen by a regulator that maximizes investor’s welfare net of platform
fees and another in which the profit maximizing platform chooses disclosure require-
ments.

Timeline of the Game Under the Regulated Disclosure Requirements:

1) A regulator chooses d ∈ D;

2) Platform chooses cP (d) ∈ CP (d) and commits to it along with d;

3) Innovator chooses action from A not knowing the true θ

a) If a = NE is chosen game ends and everyone gets 0 payoff;

b) If a = E is chosen, innovator incurs c+ cE , s̄ is realized according to d;

4) In case 3(b) - investor observes s̄, updates beliefs on the project quality and
chooses action from AI

a) If aI = NI is chosen game ends;

b) If aI = IN is chosen, she pays cP (s̄) +m and project payoffs are realized.

Under the unregulated disclosure requirements, platform chooses d ∈ D instead of
a regulator. The payoffs to the innovator, investor, regulator and profit motivated
platform are respectively,

U = 1{a=E}(1{θ=H,aI=IN} + 1{θ=L,aI=IN}k − c− cE)

UI = 1{a=E,aI=IN,θ=H} − 1{aI=IN}(m+
∑
s∈S

cI(s)1{s=s̄})

UR = 1{a=E,aI=IN,θ=H} − 1{aI=IN}m

UPL = 1{a=E}cE + 1{aI=IN}
∑
s∈S

cI(s)1{s̄=s}

III. Regulated Disclosure Requirements

In the USA, investor protection is mandated by the Congress to the SEC. The
JOBS act explicitly states that investor protection is the objective that the SEC
needs to be targeting. On the other hand, the JOBS act was created with the aim
of incentivizing innovation. This means that investor protection and venture capital
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formation are the two objectives of the SEC. Investor welfare net of transfers to the
platform is one specification of a regulator’s payoffs that would capture those two
objectives in my framework.5

A regulator sets a disclosure rule, with which the platform has to comply, to max-
imize the investor’s ex-ante welfare net of payments to the platform. The platform
is profit motivated and hence maximizes the sum of expected fees collected from
the innovator and investor by choosing a fee structure in response to the choice of
a disclosure rule by the regulator.

In what follows, first I discuss full disclosure and no disclosure. I identify investor
commitment problem and show how no disclosure can mitigate it. Then, I state the
main result of this section and provide the intuition. For the sake of exposition, in
subsections A and B I assume that the platform is an inactive player (i.e. restricted
to setting zero fees for innovators and investors).

A. Full Disclosure

Suppose the regulator sets a disclosure rule that fully reveals the project’s quality
to the investor. She invests if and only if the quality of the project is high. Knowing
this, the innovator enters the platform if and only if p ≥ c (recall that p is the
probability that the project is of high quality) because otherwise the cost of initial
development, c, is too high relative to the expected benefit from using the platform.

Hence, the expected payoff to the investor, ZfdI (p), is

ZfdI (p) =

{
0 if p ∈ [0, c)

p(1−m) if p ∈ [c, 1]

B. No Disclosure

It is straightforward to show that the investor invests and the innovator enters if
and only if p ≥ m. Investor’s welfare from the no disclosure rule is

ZndI (p) =

{
0 if p ∈ [0,m)

p−m if p ∈ [m, 1]

Observing ZfdI (p) and ZndI (p) more closely, we see that whenever c > m, for all

p ∈ (m, c) we have ZndI (p) > ZfdI (p) that is, no disclosure is strictly better than full
disclosure for the investor. This highlights the commitment problem of the investor.
Because the investor cannot commit to invest in a low quality project if she learns

5 More generally, one could define a regulator’s payoffs as

W11{θ=H,aI=IN} −W21{θ=L,aI=IN}

where (W1,W2) ∈ R2
++ and 1{θ,aI=IN} takes the value of 1 when investment is made in the project of

quality θ. For any such specification of regulator’s objective, none of the results in this paper would be
altered.
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that the project is of low quality, under full disclosure the innovator expects to be
financed if and only if his project turns out to be of high quality. Thus, his expected
payoff is p and, since p < c, he will not incur the initial cost of innovation.

No disclosure rule solves this commitment issue if p is above m and below c -
the investor gets strictly positive expected payoff from investing and hence, if the
innovator enters she invests. Knowing this, the innovator knows that he will be
financed with probability 1. His expected payoff from incurring c and entering the
platform is p + (1 − p)k − c which is strictly greater than 0 (recall that we are
maintaining that k ≥ c).6 So, the innovator enters and the investment takes place.

However, often we can do even better than no disclosure. Optimal disclosure is
not generically a no disclosure rule.

C. Optimal Disclosure

Proposition 1 describes the regulator’s optimal disclosure rule and the resulting
fee structures set by the platform as functions of p. Let T opt ≡ mc

(1−m)k+m .

Proposition 1. i) The optimal disclosure is any disclosure for p ∈ [0, T opt); a dis-
closure rule with 2 signal realizations {σH , σL}, where f(σH |H) = 1 and f(σH |L) =
c−p

(1−p)k , for p ∈ [T opt, c) and; full disclosure for p ∈ [c, 1].

ii) The value to the regulator and the investor (net of payments to the platform)
is,

ZoptI (p) =


0 if p ∈ [0, T opt)
p[k(1−m)+m]−mc

k if p ∈ [T opt, c)

p(1−m) if p ∈ [c, 1]

iii) The optimal fee structure is any fee structure for p ∈ [0, T opt); cE = 0 and

cI(σ
L) = 0 for all p ∈ [T opt, 1]; cI(σ

H) = p[k(1−m)+m]−mc
k for p ∈ [T opt, c) and;

cI(σ
H) = p(1−m) for p ∈ [c, 1].

PROOF:
See the appendix.

Figure 1 depicts the regulator’s payoffs under the full and optimal disclosure rules.
The difference in the regulator’s payoffs between the optimal and the full disclosure

occurs for p ∈ (T opt, c). In that intermediate region, partial disclosure solves the
investor commitment problem and induces innovation. The intuition for the result
is as follows. Suppose there is no problem in incentivizing the innovator to enter
(p ≥ c). Then, full disclosure maximizes investor welfare. For p < T opt, there is no
way to incentivize entry and at the same time to guarantee positive expected payoff
to the investor. Hence, any disclosure is optimal as the market shuts down in any
case and the investor gets 0 payoff from the outside option.

For p ∈ (T opt, c), we have the optimal disclosure being partial. We can use a two
signal mechanism where one signal recommends the investor to finance the project

6 If c > k, no disclosure would solve the commitment issue for p above max{m, c−k
1−k }
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Optimal Disclosure
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Figure 1. Full vs Optimal Disclosure

and another recommends not to finance the project. Making sure that after seeing
the recommendation the investor indeed wants to follow it, we can increase the
probability that the innovator is financed by sometimes recommending her to invest
when the project is of low quality. This ”bad” recommendation is given with the
lowest probability that incentivizes the innovator to enter.

We also need to make sure that the platform’s optimal fee structure does not
distort incentives of the players under the disclosure rule in proposition 1. Whenever
p ∈ [0, T opt) the platform’s choice of fee structure is redundant as the market still
shuts down for any fee structure. Otherwise, the platform’s optimal fee structure is
always such that it makes the innovator indifferent between entry and no entry and
whenever the investor is recommended to invest, the platform extracts all her surplus
and makes the investor indifferent between investing and not investing. Thus, the
platform’s optimal fee structure does not affect the innovator’s incentive to enter
and the investor’s incentive to invest whenever recommended to do so.

D. Discussion

Proposition 1 highlights how crowdfunding can be useful for realizing untapped
potential for innovation. If we think of the traditional venture capital investors as
being effective in screening projects then it would be likely that the innovators with
intermediate potential for success (p ∈ (T opt, c)) would not be incentivized to realize
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their ideas. If the investors are less effective in screening projects on their own (like
crowdfunders) then disclosure requirements become powerful regulatory tool with
the potential for dealing with the investor’s commitment problem and hence further
incentivizing innovation.

In practice, institutional investors (e.g. venture capital firms) employ investment
professionals and perform due diligence on entrepreneurs. This process involves
interviewing former customers, competitors, employees, experts and conducting in-
tense financial and legal work. This level of screening would not be feasible for a
small retail investor simply because of the costs associated with it. Also, a lion’s
share of venture capital goes to Silocon Valley, New York, Boston and Los Ange-
les. In 2016, only 22 percent of investment went to companies outside those hubs.7

In addition, institutional investors mostly target ventures in post-startup stages.8

The innovators having their projects in later development stages and coming from
those talent hubs can be regarded as high p innovators. A relatively good screening
ability of institutional investors does not disincentivize such innovators to pursue
their ideas. On the other hand, innovators who are believed not to have sufficiently
high success probability would be disincentivized to pursue their ideas. Crowdfund-
ing could help by allowing for a new segment of investors where each investor is
relatively small, unable to effectively screen potential investment opportunities and
hence dependent on whatever disclosure is provided by a regulator or a platform.
It follows that the retail investors being less experienced and less able to screen the
projects compared to the institutional investors is not necessarily a disadvantage of
crowdfunding. On the contrary, it can facilitate innovation and improve the social
welfare if a regulator chooses correct disclosure requirements.

IV. Unregulated Disclosure Requirements

Regulation is costly. It is useful to understand when one could avoid those costs
by deregulating disclosure requirements.

In the US, the JOBS act is tailored for loan and equity based crowdfunding while
reward-based crowdfunding is left relatively unregulated. Because rewards are not
classified as financial instruments or securities, its remedies fall under the traditional
consumer protection law. This gives a high degree of freedom to reward-based plat-
forms to set their own disclosure requirements.9 Since the reward-based platforms
involve pre-selling products to consumers a candidate agency for regulating those
platforms is the Consumer Product Safety Commission which requires manufactur-
ers to conduct certain product certifications before selling final good to consumers.
However, since crowdfunders receive final product only after the investment takes
place, the certification is required only after the project is financed and produc-
tion takes place. This means that innovators are not required to do certification

7 http://www.thirdway.org
8 https://www.forbes.com
9 See http://www.europa.eu, or http://www.europarl.europa.eu for the current regulation practices con-

cerning reward based crowdfunding in EU. See https://lawreview.law.ucdavis.edu for how the consumer
protection law has been applied in case of Kickstarter disputes.

http://www.thirdway.org/report/americas-got-talent-venture-capital-needs- to-find-it
https://www.forbes.com/sites/dileeprao/2013/07/22/why-99-95-of-entrepreneurs-should-stop-wasting-time-seeking-venture-capital/##7bcc800846eb
http://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/bitstream/JRC92482/lbna26992enn.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getAllAnswers.do?reference=E-2017-001464&language=EN
https://lawreview.law.ucdavis.edu/issues/49/1/Note/49-1_Moores.pdf
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when advertising their product prototypes on the platforms. This leaves disclosure
requirements on the reward-based platforms unregulated.

In this section I analyze the variant of the model in which the platform chooses
disclosure rule. In the appendix, I derive the platform optimal disclosure rules and
fee structures when the platform’s objective function is a weighted sum of innovator,
investor and platform welfare and summarize the result in proposition 2. Here I
state the result only about the optimal disclosure rule for purely profit motivated
platform.

Proposition 2 (a). i) If m ≥ k, the optimal disclosure is the same as in the
proposition 1.

ii) If m < k, the optimal disclosure is any disclosure for p ∈ [0, T opt); a disclo-
sure rule with 2 signal realizations {σH , σL}, where f(σH |H) = 1 and f(σH |L) =

min{p(1−m)
(1−p)m , 1}, for p ∈ [T opt, c) and; full disclosure for p ∈ [c, 1].

PROOF:
See the appendix.

Whenever the reputation cost is sufficiently low relative to the investment re-
quired, m < k, and p ∈ [T opt, c) the platform sets the disclosure rule that recom-
mends investment in the low quality project with strictly higher probability com-
pared to the regulator’s optimal disclosure rule. To understand what drives optimal
behavior of the platform it is useful to distinguish among different effects of changing
fee structure.

Increasing cE has a positive first order effect on profits, a negative effect on the
innovator’s utility and a negative effect on the investor’s utility. The intuition for
the latter is that increasing cE means the platform should sacrifice informativness
of signal σH in order to incentivize the innovator to enter the platform but this is
detrimental to the investor’s expected payoff because now there is a higher chance
that the investor is recommended to invest in state L.

Increasing cI(σ
H) has a positive first order effect on profits, a negative effect on

the investor’s payoffs and a negative effect on the innovator’s payoffs. The intuition
for the latter is that if the platform wants to increase cI(σ

H) then it has to provide
better information to the investor in order to increase the value of investment to the
investor. However, this is detrimental to the innovator’s utility as he expects lower
probability of his project being financed.

Now, one could think about the following decomposition of the problem for the
platform. First, for a fixed disclosure rule, it is definitely optimal for the platform to
increase both, cE and cI(σ

H), until the innovator keeps playing E and the investor
keeps playing I when recommended. The platform would do this for each possible
disclosure rule. Second, given the fee structure associated with each disclosure rule
that was found in the first stage, the platform needs to choose the optimal disclosure
rule. If it would like to increase cE it would need to increase the probability with
which the innovator is recommended to invest in state L, in order to keep inducing
entry of the innovator. But then the platform would also need to decrease cI(σ

H)
because otherwise the investor would no longer follow the recommendation to invest.
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Similarly, if the platform decided to increase cI(σ
H), he would need to decrease

cE . Thus, for instance, if increasing cE hurts the investor more than increasing
cI(σ

H) hurts the innovator then the platform would increase cI(σ
H) and provide

better information to the investor (decrease probability with which the investor is
recommended to invest in state L). In case m ≥ k, this is exactly what happens and
the platform chooses the disclosure rule that maximizes investor welfare subject to
incentivizing innovation. In case m < k, the opposite happens.

As a corollary to proposition 2, we see that regulation is not necessary if and
only if m ≥ k. This means that if the regulator has a reason to believe that the
innovator reputation cost is sufficiently high relative to the cost of investment then
deregulating disclosure requirements would not threaten investor protection. Below,
I provide an evidence suggesting that for the reward based platforms in the US the
condition for unnecessity of regulation is likely to hold.

Is regulation necessary on the reward-based platforms?
First I state the result that will be the key in answering this question. Recall

that cE denotes the platform entry fee for the innovator and cI(σ
H) > 0 denotes

payment from the investor to the platform in case investment is recommended (in
practice, referred to as a project fee).

Proposition 2 (b). Under the deregulated disclosure requirements, the purely profit
motivated platform sets cE = 0 and cI(σ

H) > 0 if and only if m ≥ k and p < c.

PROOF:
See the appendix.

Propositions 2 (a) and 2 (b) imply that regulation is not necessary if and only if
a fee structure that sets cE = 0 and cI(σ

H) > 0 is optimal for the platform.
It turns out that most US based reward-based platforms indeed charge 0 fees to

the innovators and strictly positive project fees. According to the data obtained
from www.crowdsurfer.com, out of the 171 reward-based crowdfunding platforms
that were in the active status in the US as of April 2017, 107 of them provide
information on their fee structures. From 107, 97 charge only project fees, 2 charge
only entry fees, 5 charge both and 3 charge no fees at all.

This observation along with the propositions 2 (a) and 2 (b) imply that the model
rationalizes the following claims:

i) regulation of disclosure requirements on the US reward-based platforms is not
necessary;

ii) partial disclosure is optimal (since p < c is rationalized).

V. Reputation Systems

Disclosure requirements is not the only regulatory tool that is available to a regu-
lator. For instance, SEC can influence innovator’s reputation cost by requesting the
platform to implement certain online reputation system. Indeed, the SEC retains
authority under the JOBS Act to require the platforms to “meet other requirements
as the Commission may, by rule, prescribe, for the protection of investors and in the
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public interest”.10 The JOBS act (Title III), in the current form, requires equity
and lending based crowdfunding platforms to obtain and publicize information such
as innovator’s name, legal status, physical address and the names of the directors
and officers. In addition, the SEC can, by rule, require publicization of innovator’s
online information (e.g. Facebook account) or implementation of a certain type of
online reputation system. All such measures would ensure that performance of an
innovator is closely tied to his reputation.11

Here I make the distinction between reputation systems and disclosure require-
ments clear. Disclosure requirements concern information that signal project quality
to potential investors. Reputation systems control visibility of ex post project qual-
ity realizations to parties in the aftermarket (not modeled in this paper) and tie
innovator’s identity to his project results.

Several platforms are already using some forms of online reputation systems. For
example, on Indiegogo innovator can link Facebook and Indiegogo accounts and
obtain verified Facebook badge. Feedback reputation systems similar to ones on
Ebay and Amazon have also been proposed. 12

The problem with all such online reputation systems is that most innovators do
not go to a platform repeatedly. For example, more than 90 percent of project
creators propose only one campaign on Kickstarter. 13 This weakens the effect of
reputation systems on innovator incentives.

I suggest that there may not even be a need for a reputation system if disclosure
requirements are regulated.

Proposition 3 (a). Under regulated disclosure requirements it is optimal for a
regulator to set k = 1.

PROOF:
See the appendix.

The intuition behind proposition 3 is straightforward. The only thing that in-
creasing k does is to relax the innovator’s incentive for entry. This is desirable for a
regulator as under regulation a regulator would be able to decrease the probability
of financing the project in state L and would improve investor welfare.

But there still is a role for reputation systems. I argue that under deregulated
disclosure requirements, from a regulator’s perspective, requesting a platform to
implement more effective reputation system is sometimes beneficial.

Suppose disclosure requirements are deregulated and k > m. From proposition
2 (a) we know that the platform would set the disclosure rule that recommends
the investor to invest in state L with too high probability. It can be verified that
if p > c

2−m then a regulator would respond to this by requesting the platform

to decrease k to k′ = m, inducing the platform to choose lower probability of
recommending investment in state L and strictly improving investor welfare. One

10 See 15 U.S.C. § 77d-1(a) (2012).
11 see https://www.sec.gov.
12 see Schwartz (2015).
13 See Kuppuswamy, V., Bayus, B.L., (2013).

https://www.sec.gov/spotlight/jobs-act.shtml
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can also verify that for the rest of the combinations of parameters a regulator would
never request the platform to implement more effective reputation system. This
discussion and proposition 3 (a) lead to the following,

Proposition 3 (b). A regulator would benefit from a more effective reputation sys-
tem if and only if disclosure requirements are not regulated, k > m and p > c

2−m .

PROOF:
See the appendix.

To summarize, sufficiently high reputation cost (inducing m ≥ k) relieves a reg-
ulator from the need for regulating disclosure requirements on the platform - the
profit maximizing platform maximizes investor welfare and extracts surplus using
project fees. If the reputation cost is not sufficiently high then the platform considers
extracting innovator welfare by setting a disclosure rule that favors the innovator.
Such a disclosure rule increases the probability of financing the project as much as
possible and hence induces too high probability of investment in state L. By regu-
lating disclosure requirements, the regulator can directly decrease the probability of
financing the L project while maintaining incentives for innovation. Alternatively,
if in addition p > c

2−m , the regulator could keep the disclosure requirements dereg-
ulated and request the platform to increase the reputation cost for the innovator
by implementing a more effective reputation system. Which of those ways the reg-
ulator chooses would depend on the costs associated with implementing each type
of regulatory tool and effectiveness of reputation systems (i.e. is there a reputation
system that would be able to increase reputation cost?).

VI. Experimentation

Regulation is associated with a great deal of experimentation. The SEC is in-
volved in continuous rule-making and the JOBS act has been subject to several
amendments. Being a relatively new phenomenon, one could think of many fea-
tures of the crowdfunding that are surrounded by uncertainty. One such feature
is the probability of success of the average innovation. That probability (denoted
p) was assumed to be known by the regulator in the previous sections. If p were
known then previous sections suffice for describing optimal disclosure rules for each
possible p under regulation and deregulation. If p were unknown then a regulator
could start experimenting with one regulation, learning about p and subsequently
possibly redesigning initial rules taking the updated information into account. The
goal of this section is to understand how the experimentation should be done by a
regulator when p is unknown.

A. Model Without A Platform

Time is infinite and discrete, indexed by t. There is a large pool of myopic
innovators and investors. At the beginning of each period, one of the innovators
has an idea and needs to decide whether to use the platform to fund his idea. An
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investor decides whether to invest or not in a project that is posted (if posted) on
the platform each period. In this subsection, I assume the platform is an inactive
player. Otherwise, the game within each period with stage payoffs is the same as
in the static model. Once the stage game ends the innovator and investor quit the
platform forever.

There is an aggregate uncertainty about p (success rate of innovation). The true
p is known to the innovators but not to the investor or the regulator. True p can
take one of two values pH or pL, where pH > pL, and is distributed p ∼ G. Let
g denote the probability of pH . The aggregate uncertainty about the success rate
of projects captures the fact that the market is new, it serves a new segment of
potential innovators and it is not known what the average innovation potential is
on the market.

Conditional on the true p, each innovator’s project quality (conditional on entry)
is drawn independently of others. Let at ∈ A and at,I ∈ AI denote actions of
innovator and investor, respectively, that were taken in period t. Let θt stand for a
quality of the project in period t (conditional on at = E).

A regulator commits to a dynamic disclosure rule on the platform. Its objective
is investor protection and hence maximizes discounted payoffs of the investors, with
discount factor δ,

E

[ ∞∑
t=0

δt1{at=E,at,I=IN}(1{θt=H} −m)

]
All past actions and signals are publicly observable. The regulator transmits in-

formation about θt through a disclosure rule in place in period t. In addition, if
investment takes place in a given period then θt becomes public information imme-
diately after that.

Let St be a signal realization space at t, chosen by the regulator. I distinguish 3
special signals that are necessarily part of this space - �, sH , sL.

Let ht = (a0, a0,I , s0, ..., at−1, at−1,I , st−1) be a public history of previous actions
and signal realizations. Let Ht be the set of such t period histories. H = ∪∞t=0H

t.
Let ht+ = (ht, at, θt) and Ht

+, H+ defined in an obvious manner. Let ht++ = (ht+, at,I)
and Ht

++, H++ defined in an obvious manner.

Definition 1. Dynamic disclosure rule is a set of history-dependent distributions
f : H+ → ∆(St) and a signal transition function χ : H++ → ∆({�, sH , sL}) such
that
i) f(�|ht+) = 1, χ(�|ht++) = 1 for all ht+ ∈ H+, h

t
++ ∈ H++ with at = NE

ii) χ(sH |ht++) = 1 for all ht++ ∈ H++ with at = E, θt = H and at,I = IN
iii) χ(sL|ht++) = 1 for all ht++ ∈ H++ with at = E, θt = L and at,I = IN
iv) χ(s|ht++) = f(s | ht+) for all ht++ with at = E, at,I = NI and St \ {�, sH , sL}
v) f(s | ht+) = 0 for all s ∈ {sH , sL}

Function χ is a signal transition function from the end of period signals to the
beginning of the next period signals. The definition states that θt becomes public
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knowledge if investment takes place; if the innovator posted a project on the platform
but investment did not take place then whatever signal was realized according to f
remains in place and; if no project was posted then f just generates null signal.

The functions f and χ are common knowledge.
Let G(ht) be the distribution of p at the beginning of period t and let ZG(ht) be

its support. G(ht) is public knowledge. ZG(h0) = {pL, pH} is the support of G at
the beginning of the game.

Lemma 2 in the Appendix shows that the optimal dynamic disclosure rule would
involve end of experimentation and shutdown of the market (no innovation from
there on) if at some time t, ZG(ht) ⊆ [0, mc

(1−m)k+m). Lemma 3 shows that the

optimal would be permanent full disclosure after time t such that ZG(ht) ⊆ [c, 1].
After that time, beliefs would evolve without further interference of the regulator in
the experimentation process.

I focus on the non-trivial case where pH , pL ∈ ( mc
(1−m)k+m , 1].

Let

dpH = ({σH , σL}, f(σH |H) = 1, f(σH |L) =
c− pH

(1− pH)k
)

dpL = ({σH , σL}, f(σH |H) = 1, f(σH |L) =
c− pL

(1− pL)k
)

Note that I drop the arguments ht and at = E from f(s|ht, E, θ) whenever it is
clear that a rule conditions on public history before time t and realizes informative
signals only if entry takes place. Proposition 4 characterizes the optimal dynamic
disclosure rule.

Proposition 4. The optimal dynamic disclosure rule is a threshold rule in g(ht)
with threshold g∗ such that for all histories, ht, inducing g(ht) ≥ g∗, dpH is set and
otherwise dpL is set.

PROOF:
See the appendix.

The appendix provides a formal proof of proposition 4. Here, I sketch it. Let
G(s) denote the posterior public belief given prior G and signal s. First, I consider a
relaxed problem where I ignore investor’s constraints i.e. constraints that ensure that
investor indeed wants to invest when receiving a signal recommending investment.
This simplifies the problem because now the only thing that depends on the public
beliefs, G, is the regulator’s objective function. Note that necessary conditions for
G(ht, E) to be a consistent belief after history ht and innovator’s entry are

∑
s∈Str

f(s|ht, E,H)pj + k
∑
s∈Str

f(s|ht, E, L)(1− pj) ≥ c if type pj ∈ ZG(ht,E)
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which do not depend on the public beliefs other than through the support of the
beliefs, ZG(ht,E). Those are the only constraints that we need to keep track of.

I consider the dynamic programming formulation of the relaxed problem. As-
suming that the value function exists, I prove necessary conditions that the value
function must satisfy. Claims 1,2 and 3 prove those conditions - the value function
must be convex in g and the optimal dynamic disclosure rule must be choosing a
disclosure rule from the set {dpH , dpL} in any given period. Further, lemma 4 verifies
that investor’s constraints are not violated for any dynamic disclosure rule in this
class.

The dynamic formulation of the regulator’s problem simplifies to

V (G) =

max


g [pH((1−m)k+m)−mc)]

k + δ(1− g) [pL((1−m)k+m)−mc)]
k ,

(1− δ)[EG(p)(1−m)− c−pL
(1−pL)k

EG(1− p)m]+

δ[EG(p)V (G(sH)) + EG(1− p)V (G(sL))]


For each G, the regulator needs to decide whether to set f(σH |G,E,L) = c−pH

(1−pH)k

or f(σH |G,E,L) = c−pL
(1−pL)k

. In the former case, only high type innovator (pH) enters

the platform thus revealing the type and from the next period onwards static opti-

mal rule is chosen. This generates expected discounted payoff g [pH((1−m)k+m)−mc)]
k +

δ(1−g) [pL((1−m)k+m)−mc)]
k for the regulator. I will call such a rule separating. In the

latter case, the regulator sets a milder disclosure rule. Both types of the innovator
enter and learning about the success rate takes place via observing realization of the
project outcome after investment takes place. I call such a rule pooling. This infor-
mation comes in the form of observing θt after investment takes place or observing
only σL if the investor does not invest. Moreover, since σL fully reveals that θt = L
it is always the case that optimal rule induces full revelation of θt.

Using standard arguments from Stokey & Lucas (1989), lemma 5 proves that the
value function satisfying above equation exists, is unique, continuous and strictly
increasing in g. I also verify that it is convex in g.

Now, we are ready to say more about the optimal dynamic rule. The idea of the
proof of the proposition 4 can be conveniently represented in the figure 2.

The region inside the triangle depicts all possible values that V can take. The

lower bound curve on these values is the function g [pH((1−m)k+m)−mc)]
k + δ(1 −

g) [pL((1−m)k+m)−mc)]
k (hypotenuse of the triangle). We know that point B is the

optimal value when g = 1. Suppose that we also have point A as a part of the
value function. Then, because we know that V is globally convex, the only way it
can happen is if it includes the entire thick line from A to B. This proves that the
optimal dynamic rule must be a threshold rule.

If g is above the threshold, g∗, then the optimal thing to do is to use separating
rule (dpH ). If g is below the threshold then the pooling rule is optimal.

In particular, what the optimal experimentation prescribes is to set a milder disclo-
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g

V (g)

A

10

any convex function in the triangle

that touches points A and B must

include the thick line

B

Figure 2. Proposition 4 Proof

sure requirement when the incidence of project failure is high. This is in contrast
with the Gubler’s (2013) proposal which suggests a stricter disclosure requirement
when the incidence of fraud is high.

Fraud arises due to an agent taking (or not taking) some action. Project failure, as
it is in my model, does not arise due to actions taken by the agent - the probability
of a project failure is determined by the ability of the innovator or some other
exogenous factors. In practice, we usually observe unsuccessful projects and it is
difficult to distinguish whether no success is due to the innovator’s actions or some
other factors not under his control. We need to carefully investigate the reasons
behind unsuccessful projects as otherwise we may end up implementing disclosure
requirements that are opposite to what is indeed optimal.

B. Model With A Platform

In this subsection I discuss some implications for the regulator’s optimal dynamic
rule in the presence of an active profit motivated platform. The platform sets a fee
structure in each period to maximize discounted sum of profits with the discount
factor δPL. As before, the regulator commits to the dynamic disclosure rule. The
platform observes the same history as the regulator does. In particular, it does not
know the true p. I prove the following proposition,

Proposition 5. For all (δ, δPL) ∈ [0, 1]2, the optimal dynamic disclosure rule is the
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same as in the proposition 4 if and only if m ≥ k.

PROOF:
Consider the threshold g∗ implied by the optimal disclosure rule in the proposition

4. Suppose the regulator wants to implement the same rule. Whenever g ≥ g∗ there
is no problem with providing incentives to the platform not to affect equilibrium
actions of innovators and investors: the regulator separates types in the first period
such that only pH innovates in the current period and moreover pH gets 0 ex ante
payoff. Hence, the platform sets cE = 0 and collects positive fees from the investor.
If it sets cE > 0 no innovation would take place and the platform would lose potential
payments from the investor in the current period. After the initial period, everyone
learns the true p and static optimal disclosure is set thereafter that induces the
platform to set cE = 0 forever.

Whenever g < g∗ the regulator may need to distort its pooling disclosure rule.
More specifically, if the regulator decides to implement the pooling rule, dpL , the

platform could set cE > 0 and induce only pH type to innovate. However, this
would not be optimal for the regulator. The regulator would like the platform to
set cE = 0 as this is the only case that would induce pooling. To deal with the
platform’s possible incentive to set cE > 0, the regulator could commit to shut
down the market forever if it sees that the platform sets cE > 0 in the period when
pooling is optimal for the regulator. It would simply set a sufficiently stringent
disclosure rule forever after the deviation in order to induce shut down. Under such
a threat of punishment, the platform would compare the expected profits of setting
cE = 0 this period and continuing the business thereafter to setting cE > 0, getting
larger current period profit and then getting 0 profits thereafter. For lower δPL it
would be more difficult for the regulator to provide such incentives to the platform.
Hence to prove the proposition, it is enough to consider the most difficult case for
providing dynamic incentives to the platform that is, when δPL = 0.

In this worst case we can solve for a threshold gPL ∈ (0, 1) such that below this
threshold the platform would want to set cE = 0 whenever the regulator sets a
pooling rule. Above the threshold, platform would deviate to setting cE > 0 under
the pooling rule. To solve for the threshold first consider the platform’s payoff from
setting cE = 0. In this case, profits come only through project fees which is,

EG(p)(1−m)− c− pL

(1− pL)k
EG(1− p)m

This is the amount that platform extracts from investors, in expectation. If the
platform sets cE > 0 then the optimal cE would be such that it makes pH type
indifferent between innovating and not. Also, if innovation happens, investor knows
that market potential is pH and the platform sets fees to extract entire investor sur-
plus whenever investors have that information. Hence, in expectation, the platform
gets,

g[pH(1−m)− c− pL

(1− pL)k
(1− pH)m+ pH − c+ (1− pH)

c− pL

(1− pL)
]
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Using those two expressions, I solve for the threshold

gPL =
(pL((1−m)k +m)−mc)(1− pL)

(pL((1−m)k +m)−mc)(1− pL) + k(pH − pL)(1− c)
If g∗ ≤ gPL then there is no problem in incentivizing the platform to set fees that

comply with the regulators optimal dynamic disclosure rule. This is because below
g∗ the platform sets cE = 0 and this is indeed what the regulator would like. Above
g∗, the platform’s incentives do not matter as the regulator is choosing separating
disclosure. To complete the proof, I show that m ≥ k if and only if g∗ ≤ gPL.

To do this, I provide an upper bound for g∗ denoted ḡ. Recall the value function
for the regulator without the presence of the platform,

V (G) =

max


g [pH((1−m)k+m)−mc)]

k + δ(1− g) [pL((1−m)k+m)−mc)]
k ,

(1− δ)[EG(p)(1−m)− c−pL
(1−pL)k

EG(1− p)m]+

δ[EG(p)V (G(sH)) + EG(1− p)V (G(sL))]


Note that g [pH((1−m)k+m)−mc)]

k + (1 − g) [pL((1−m)k+m)−mc)]
k ≥ EG(p)V (G(sH)) +

EG(1− p)V (G(sL))] because the left hand side in the inequality is the upper bound
on the expected continuation value. Hence, if the stage payoff from choosing the
separating rule is higher than the stage payoff from choosing the pooling rule then
separating rule is chosen. This provides the following upper bound on g∗,

ḡ =
(pL((1−m)k +m)−mc)(1− pL)

(pL((1−m)k +m)−mc)(1− pL) +m(pH − pL)(1− c)
Now, it is easy to verify that ḡ ≤ gPL if and only if m ≥ k. This proves the result.

�

The content of the proposition 5 is that the platform’s incentives to induce over-
experimentation (instant learning) do not distort the regulator’s optimal experimen-
tation if and only if m ≥ k. The basic idea of the proof is to find conditions under
which whenever the regulator wants to implement the pooling rule the platform also
prefers the pooling rule to the separating rule.

Whenever m < k extracting surplus from the innovators becomes tempting for
the platform and the regulator may need to distort its rule in order to discipline the
platform’s incentive to set a fee structure that would separate types whenever the
pooling rule is optimal for the regulator.

Solving the case with m < k is open. A solution would illustrate how to deter
over-experimentation rather than how to encourage experimentation.
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VII. Extensions

A. Privately Informed Innovator

So far, I have abstracted away from any kind of private information on the part
of the innovator. Particularly, it was maintained that the innovator does not learn
the project quality after incurring innovation cost, c, and before the platform entry
decision. In addition, he conducts required experiment only after entering the plat-
form. However, in practice, initial phase of the project development may provide
information about the potential quality of the project to the innovator. In addition,
if entering the platform is not free, the innovator could conduct the experiment
required by the platform prior to the entry decision and then make more informed
decision.

It turns out that introducing those features do not affect qualitative features of
the results. In particular, propositions 1-5 are still true.

First, consider the case of regulated disclosure requirements in the static model.
Whenever p > c the optimal disclosure is still full disclosure as there is no problem
with incentivizing innovation. The platform sets cE = 1−c/p as setting higher entry
fee would lead to no innovation.

Whenever, p < c full disclosure does not induce entry. Moreover, for any disclosure
rule set by the regulator, that incentivizes innovation for cE = 0, if the platform
decides to set cE > k then the innovator would not use the platform whenever he
learns that the project is of quality L. But this would mean that ex-ante he would
not be willing to incur c. So the platform would be better off by setting cE ≤ k as
in this case, it would at least be getting positive fees from the investor.

Formally, the problem is the same as formulated in the appendix (see the proof
of proposition 1) with the addition of 2 more constraints: cE ≤ k and pf(σH |H) +
(1− p)f(σH |L)k − c− cE(pf(σH |H) + (1− p)f(σH |L)) ≥ 0. We know the solution
to the relaxed problem. Particularly, pf(σH |H) + (1 − p)f(σH |L)k − c = 0 under
the solution to the relaxed problem. Under this solution additional 2 constraints
are satisfied if and only if cE = 0 but this is exactly what the platform would do as
otherwise, innovation would not take place. Hence, proposition 1 is still true.

To see that propositions 2 (a) and (b) are still true, consider the problem of the
profit motivated platform choosing both, disclosure rule and a fee structure.

max
cP (d),d

{ ∑
s∈Str(pf(s|H) + (1− p)f(s|L))(cI(s) + cE)

}
s.t.

f(s|H)p

f(s|H)p+ f(s|L)(1− p)
≥ m+ cI(s) ∀ s ∈ Str∑

s∈Str
f(s|H)p+

∑
s∈Str

f(s|L)(1− p)k ≥

c+ cE(
∑
s∈Str

f(s|H)p+
∑
s∈Str

f(s|L)(1− p))
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cE ≤ k
Following similar arguments as in the lemma 1 one can show that we can restrict

attention to the disclosure rules with at most 2 signal realizations. One can rewrite
the problem as,

max
f(σH |θL)

{(p+ (1− p)f(σH |L))cE + p(1−m)−m(1− p)f(σH |L)}

s.t.
p

p+ (1− p)f(σH |L)
−m ≥ 0

p+ (1− p)f(σH |L)k − c ≥ 0

cE ≤ min{k,
p+ (1− p)kf(σH |L)− c
p+ (1− p)f(σH |L)

}

For p ≥ c
1−k the right hand side of the third constraint equals k. Substituting

cE = k into the objective we see that if k > m, setting f(σH |L) such that it makes
investor indifferent between investing and not investing is optimal. If p < c

1−k then

we substitute cE = p+(1−p)kf(σH |L)−c
p+(1−p)f(σH |L)

into the objective and again, if k > m, the

same disclosure would be optimal. Hence, we get the same disclosure rule as in
the Case 3(a) of the proposition 2. If k ≤ m one can similarly verify that we get
exactly same disclosure rule as in Case 3(b) in the proposition 2. Moreover, it is
easily verified that whenever k ≤ m and p ≤ c the platform sets 0 entry fees for the
innovator.

A little inspection reveals that the propositions 3,4,5 are also true.
Alternatively, one could also consider the innovator getting some signal about his

project quality before incurring the cost c. This case can be modeled as a special
case of the dynamic model with T = 1. Before incurring c, the innovator observes a
private signal that drives his posterior belief either to pH or to pL. The innovator
knows pj while the rest of the players believe that with probability g the innovator
gets a signal that induces pH .

Recall ḡ and gPL from Section VIB proof of the proposition 5. One can verify
that the regulator would like to choose the separating rule (dpH ) if and only if g ≥ ḡ
and otherwise chooses the pooling rule (dpL). If the regulator chooses the pooling

rule, the platform sets cE = 0 if and only if g ≤ gPL. Hence, whenever m ≥ k, the
regulator chooses the separating rule if and only if g ≥ ḡ and otherwise chooses the
pooling rule.

Whenever k > m, the regulator chooses the separating rule for g ≥ ḡ and pooling
for g ≤ gPL. For g ∈ (gPL, ḡ) the regulator needs to distort dpL in such a way
that both types of the innovator are incentivized to enter. To this end, it would
need to set a disclosure rule that induces higher probability of investment in state
L compared to dpL . This way, the platform would be able to set cE > 0 without

disincentivizing the entry of pL.
Under the deregulated disclosure requirements, the platform sets the same dis-
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closure rule as the regulator would set under regulation if and only if m ≥ k. The
intuition is the same as it was for the proposition 2. The platform wants to extract
as much welfare as possible from the investor. For this, it maximizes investor wel-
fare and hence sets the same disclosure rule as the regulator would. For k < m, the
platform sets disclosure rule that induces the probability of investment in state L
which is higher than the regulator would set under regulation.

To summarize, private information on the part of the innovator does not overturn
the key messages of the paper - partially informative disclosure requirements are op-
timal, if reputation cost is sufficiently high relative to the investment cost regulation
is not necessary and optimal dynamic regulation prescribes to set milder disclosure
requirements when the incidence of project failure is high.

B. Innovator Moral Hazard

Proposition 3 (a) states that under the regulated disclosure requirements, repu-
tation systems do not benefit the regulator. Lowering the reputation cost enables
the regulator to provide better investor protection by making it easier to encourage
innovation. As k increases, investment starts taking place for lower values of p and
the investor welfare strictly increases for all such p.

One may argue that this result would not be immune to introducing moral hazard
on the part of the innovator. Moral hazard would create a force in favor of lower k.
For instance, if we allow the innovator to control p by exerting unobserved effort we
would expect that lowering the reputation cost would weaken incentives for exerting
higher effort. Exerting lower effort increases the probability that a project will turn
out to be of low quality but if the reputation cost is low, payoff to the innovator
in case investment takes place in the low quality project is high and thus it is
more difficult to incentivize him to exert high effort. It turns out that weakening
incentives for exerting high effort need not necessarily overweight benefits from the
lower reputation cost.

To make this point clear, suppose that the innovator in addition chooses how
much effort, e ∈ [0, 1], to exert on developing the idea. The choice of e is private
information to the innovator. The project development has two stages: first, the
innovator needs to exert a minimum level of effort that is observable and costs c
to the innovator. This stage can be interpreted as creating an actual prototype or
blueprint existence of which can be easily verified by the platform conducting a due
diligence. If c is incurred, the innovator can exert additional hidden effort, e, that
is not easily verifiable.

If e is exerted, probability of the project ending up being H is e and the cost of
effort is c(e) = e2.

Using similar arguments as in the proof of proposition 1, one can verify that we
can restrict attention to the disclosure rules with at most 2 signal realizations and
that setting f(σH |H) = 1 is optimal. The only thing we need to find is the optimal
f(σH |L). We need to solve the following problem,
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max
f(σH |θL)

(1−m)(1− kf(σH |L)) + (1 + kf(σH |L))f(σH |L)m

s.t.

(1 + kf(σH |L))2

4
≥ c

The solution gives, f(σH |L) = 0 for c ≤ 1
4 ; f(σH |L) = 2

√
c−1
k for c ∈ [1/4, (1+k)2

4 ]

and; the market shutting down for c > (1+k)2

4 .
Increasing k has similar implications as in the model without moral hazard. It

increases range of c for which innovation takes place and thus strictly increases the
investor welfare for all such c while not affecting the investor welfare for the rest of
the values of c. Setting k = 1 would still be optimal for the regulator.

VIII. Conclusion

I have shown how a regulator of crowdfunding can leverage the feature of the
market, that retail investors can (do) not comprehensively screen investment oppor-
tunities, to incentivize innovation from entrepreneurs who might had been unserved
by the traditional venture capitalists. I identified commitment problem on the part
of the investors and argued that disclosure requirements can serve as a tool for
resolving this problem. Sometimes partial disclosure is needed to address the com-
mitment problem.

I analyzed regulated and unregulated disclosure requirements scenarios and de-
rived the conditions under which the platform’s optimal choice of the disclosure
requirement would coincide with the regulator’s choice. Whenever those conditions
are violated, online reputation systems (e.g. innovator ratings) can substitute for
regulating disclosure requirements to a certain extent.

Observing that regulation involves a great deal of experimentation, I also studied
the optimal dynamic regulatory experiment. The results indicate that we need to
be careful in distinguishing fraud from project failure - if a regulator observes an
unsuccessful project it is important to investigate whether the innovator’s actions
(fraud) led to no success or other factors (innovator’s ability, shocks to the market)
led to no success. Otherwise, a regulator may end up doing the opposite of whatever
is optimal.

Lastly, over-experimentation turns out to be a challenge to a regulator in the
presence of a long-run profit maximizing platform. In contrast to this, the previous
literature has mainly focused on under-experimentation (Kremer, Mansour & Perry
(2014), Che & Hörner (2015)). One possible direction for future work would be to
further understand this phenomenon.
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Appendix

Proposition 1. i) The optimal disclosure is any disclosure for p ∈ [0, T opt); a dis-
closure rule with 2 signal realizations {σH , σL}, where f(σH |H) = 1 and f(σH |L) =
c−p

(1−p)k , for p ∈ [T opt, c) and; full disclosure for p ∈ [c, 1].

ii) The value to the regulator and the investor (net of payments to the platform)
is,

ZoptI (p) =


0 if p ∈ [0, T opt)
p[k(1−m)+m]−mc

k if p ∈ [T opt, c)

p(1−m) if p ∈ [c, 1]

iii) The optimal fee structure is any fee structure for p ∈ [0, T opt); cE = 0 and

cI(σ
L) = 0 for all p ∈ [T opt, 1]; cI(σ

H) = p[k(1−m)+m]−mc
k for p ∈ [T opt, c) and;

cI(σ
H) = p(1−m) for p ∈ [c, 1].

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1:
To derive the optimal disclosure rule first note that while the investor’s decision

depends only on the realized posterior, the innovator’s decision depends on the entire
signal rule (i.e. induced distribution of posteriors) and hence we cannot readily apply
Kamenica & Genzkow (2011) concavification result.

I first solve for the optimal disclosure assuming the platform sets 0 fees for the
investor and innovator for any disclosure rule chosen by SEC. Then, I will argue
that even if the platform is free to choose any cP (d) ∈ CP (d), the optimal disclosure
rule chosen by the regulator under the relaxed problem remains the same.

Lets first account for the expected payoffs for the innovator and investor in case
the innovator plays E, denoted Z(p) and ZI(p), respectively.

Z(p) =

{
−c if p ∈ [0,m)

p+ (1− p)k − c if p ∈ [m, 1]

ZI(p) =

{
0 if p ∈ [0,m)

p−m if p ∈ [m, 1]

A given disclosure rule induces distribution over posteriors, µ. I argue that µ can
always be replaced by some µ′ that contains at most 2 posteriors in its support.
To see this, suppose µ contains more than 2 posteriors. Then there must be at
least 2 posteriors q1 < q2 such that they are both either on [0,m) or both on [m, 1].
Suppose q1 < q2 are both on [0,m). We can find a new µ′ such that it pools q1

, q2 into a single posterior q′ and leaving the other posteriors the same. That is,

q′ = µ(q1)
µ(q1)+µ(q2)q1 + µ(q2)

µ(q1)+µ(q2)q2 and µ′(q′) = µ(q1) + µ(q2). Because on [0,m) we

have Z1(p), Z2(p) both linear this modification of the original disclosure gives same
expected value to both players, conditional on posterior being on [0,m), as the
original disclosure rule. It is also easy to see that if a disclosure rule induces all the
posteriors on either side of m then it is equivalent to no disclosure policy.
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Hence, to solve for the optimal disclosure rule, first we need to consider only
the rules with exactly two signal realizations where one signal recommends the
investor to invest and another recommends not to invest. This will give us expected
payoff Z∗I (p) for the investor. Then the investor’s expected payoff from the optimal

disclosure rule will be ZoptI (p) = max{Z∗I (p), ZndI (p)}. Recall that ZndI (p) is the
value to the investor from the no disclosure rule.

To find Z∗I (p) we need to solve the following linear program

Z∗I (p) = max
f(σH |H),f(σH |L)

{f(σH)(p(H|σH)−m)}

s.t.

pf(σH |H) + (1− p)f(σH |L)k ≥ c
1 ≥ p(H|σH) ≥ m
0 ≤ p(H|σL) ≤ m

σH , σL are two signal realizations. f(σH |H), f(σH |L) are respective probabilities
of drawing those realizations. p(H|σH) is updated probability on state H after
observing σH . The first constraint is to make sure that the innovator plays E.
The second and third constraints make sure that the investor follows respective
recommendations. Rewriting the problem,

Z∗I (p) = max
f(σH |θH),f(σH |θL)

{f(σH |H)p(1−m)− (1− p)f(σH |L)m}

s.t.

pf(σH |H) + (1− p)f(σH |L)k ≥ c

f(σH |H)/f(σH |L) ≥ (1− p)m
p(1−m)

(1− f(σH |H))/(1− f(σH |L)) ≤ (1− p)m
(1−m)p

(f(σH |H), f(σH |L)) ∈ [0, 1]2

Notice that all the constraints are relaxed and the objective increases if we increase
f(σH |H). Hence, f(σH |H) = 1 is part of the solution to the problem.

Using this fact, the first constraint becomes f(σH |L) ≥ c−p
(1−p)k . Observing that

decreasing f(σH |L) relaxes all the other constraints and increases the objective
function we must have f(σH |L) = c−p

(1−p)k . If p ≥ c then f(σH |L) = 0 and hence full

disclosure is strictly optimal. Z∗I (p) ≥ 0 if and only if p ≥ mc
(1−m)k+m implying that

if p < mc
(1−m)k+m then any disclosure rule leads to the innovator playing NE and

the market shutting down. For p ∈ [ mc
(1−m)k+m , c) partial disclosure is optimal where

f(σH |L) = c−p
(1−p)k and f(σH |H) = 1.
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Thus we have,

Z∗I (p) =


0 if p ∈ [0, T opt)
p[k(1−m)+m]−mc

k if p ∈ [T opt, c)

p(1−m) if p ∈ [c, 1]

It is straightforward to verify that ZoptI (p) = max{Z∗I (p), ZndI (p)} = Z∗I (p) for all
p ∈ [0, 1].

Now we need to argue that the same rule is optimal if the platform is free to
choose a fee structure. To see this, consider any choice of d by the regulator. If d is
such that it induces the innovator to play NE then there is no fee structure that the
platform could choose and induce E as cE ≥ 0. If d induces the innovator to play
E then it is weakly optimal for the platform to choose cE such that the innovator
still wants to play E. As for the investor, d induces two types of signal realizations
- one that induces the investor to invest and another that induces her not to invest.
For the signals that do not induce investment, there is no cI(s) ≥ 0 which would
induce the investor to invest. For the signals that induce investment, the platform
would set cI(s) such that investment is still induced. Otherwise, the platform would
induce no investment for such signal and get 0 rents from the investor.

Thus, for any d, the optimal fee structure would induce the same distribution over
innovator’s and investor’s equilibrium actions as a fee structure that sets cE = 0
and cI(s) = 0 for all s. In addition it would extract all surplus from the innovator
and investor. This completes the proof of proposition 1. �

I derive the optimal disclosure rule and fee structure under the deregulated dis-
closure requirements. The derivation is done for the general linear preferences of
the platform. Recall that the platform’s utility is a weighted sum of the investor
welfare, innovator welfare and profits with the weights αI , αE and 1 − αI − αE ,
respectively. Purely profit motivated platform is the special case.

Fix a finite set of signal realizations S and distributions f(s|θ). Recall that
(S, f(s|θ)θ∈Θ) is a disclosure rule. Let Str ⊂ S be set of signal which induce entry
and investment and let Strc = S/Str. Recall also that, cP (d) = (cE , cI(s)s∈S) is a
fee structure. The problem for the platform is formulated as follows,

(A1) max
cP (d)∈CP (d),d∈D


αI [p

∑
s∈Str f(s|H)(1−m− c)I(s))−

(1− p)
∑

s∈Str f(s|L)(m+ cI(s)]+
αE [
∑

s∈Str(pf(s|H) + (1− p)f(s|L)k)− c− cE ]+
(1− αI − αE)[cE +

∑
s∈Str(pf(s|H)+

(1− p)f(s|L))(cI(s))


s.t.
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f(s|H)p

f(s|H)p+ f(s|L)(1− p)
≥ m + cI(s) ∀ s ∈ Str(A2) ∑

s∈Str
f(s|H)p+

∑
s∈Str

f(s|L)(1− p)k ≥ c+ cE(A3)

Lemma 1. We can restrict attention to the disclosure rules with at most 2 signal
realizations.

PROOF:
The platform’s objective function can be rewritten as

(A4)


αI [p

∑
s∈Str f(s|H)(1−m)− (1− p)

∑
s∈Str f(s L)m]+

αE [
∑

s∈Str(pf(s|H) + (1− p)f(s|L)k)− c− cE ]+
(1− αI − αE)cE + (1− 2αI − αE)

∑
s∈Str(pf(s|H)+

(1− p)f(s|L))(cI(s))


Case 1: Suppose (1 − 2αI − αE) ≤ 0. Then it is optimal to set cI(s) = 0 for all

s ∈ Str because decreasing cI(s) would increase objective and would relax 2. A4
becomes

(A5)

 αI [p
∑

s∈Str f(s|H)(1−m)− (1− p)
∑

s∈Str f(s|L)m]+
αE [
∑

s∈Str(pf(s|H) + (1− p)f(s|L)k)− c− cE ]+
(1− αI − αE)cE


A5 now depends only on

∑
s∈Str f(s|H) and

∑
s∈Str f(s|L). Hence, we can take

two signal realizations, (σH , σL), and set the new disclosure rule as follows: p(σH |H) =∑
s∈Str f(s|H), p(σH |L) =

∑
s∈Str f(s|L). The value of the objective remains the

same and the inequalities in A3 hold.
To see that A2 still holds observe that A2 implies

∑
s∈Str f(s|H)p ≥ m

∑
s∈Str(f(s|H)+

(1− p)f(s|L)). Hence, by construction of our disclosure rule A2 still holds.
Case 2: Suppose (1−2αI−αE) > 0. This implies that an optimal rule must have

A2 binding for each s ∈ Str. Summing over Str and rearranging A2, we have

p
∑
s∈Str

f(s|H)−
∑
s∈Str

(pf(s|H) + (1− p)f(s|L))m =(A6)

∑
s∈Str

(pf(s|H) + (1− p)f(s|L))(cI(s))

Define r =
p
∑
s∈Str f(s|H)−

∑
s∈Str (pf(s|H)+(1−p)f(s|L))m∑

s∈Str (pf(s|H)+(1−p)f(s|L)) . A2 implies that the numer-

ator is positive so r is well defined. Substituting this into A4 we get,
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(A7)


αI [p

∑
s∈Str f(s|H)(1−m)− (1− p)

∑
s∈Str f(s|L)(m)]+

αE [
∑

s∈Str(pf(s|H) + (1− p)f(s|L)k)− c− cE ]+
(1− αI − αE)cE + (1− 2αI − αE)[p

∑
s∈Str f(s|H)−∑

s∈Str(pf(s|H) + (1− p)f(s|L))m]


A7 depends only on

∑
s∈Str f(s | H) and

∑
s∈Str f(s | L). Hence, we can apply

same modification as in case 1. �

r is what I refer to as project fee. Given 2 signal realizations, (σH , σL) where σH

is a recommendation for trade, the problem can now be rewritten as

(A8) max

 αI [pf(σH |H)(1−m− r)− (1− p)f(σH |L)(m+ r)]+
αE [pf(σH |H) + (1− p)f(σH |L)k − c− cE ]+

(1− αI − αE)[cE + (pf(σH |H) + (1− p)f(σH |L))r]


s.t.

(A9)
f(σH |H)p

f(σH |H)p+ f(σH |L)(1− p)
≥ m + r

(A10) f(σH |H)p+ f(σH |L)(1− p)k ≥ c+ cE

The optimal disclosure rule involves f(σH |H) = 1 as increasing f(σH |H) increases
objective and relaxes both constraint. The optimization problem reduces to

(A11) max
cE ,r,f(σH |L)

 αI [p(1−m)− (1− p)f(σH |L)m]+
αE [p+ (1− p)f(σH |L)k − c] + (1− αI − 2αE)cE+

(1− 2αI − αE)(p+ (1− p)f(σH |L))r


s.t.

(A12)
p

p+ f(σH |L)(1− p)
≥ m + r

(A13) p+ f(σH |L)(1− p)k ≥ c+ cE

(A14) cE ≥ 0, r ≥ 0
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Proposition 2. The deregulated optimal disclosure rules and fee structures are as
follows:

Case 1: if mαI
k ≥ αE ≥ max{1−αI

2 , 1 − 2αI} then ccase1E = rcase1 = 0 and

fcase1(σH |L) = max{0, c−p
(1−p)k};

Case 2: if αE ≥ max{1−αI
2 , 1−2αI ,

mαI
k } then ccase2E = rcase2 = 0 and fcase2(σH |L) =

min{p(1−m)
(1−p)m , 1};

Case 3 (a): if αE < min{1−αI
2 , 1 − 2αI} and k > m then fcase3(a)(σ

H |L) =

min{p(1−m)
(1−p)m , 1}. If, in addition, m > p then c

case3(a)
E = p(m+(1−m)k)

m −c, rcase3(a) = 0.

If, in addition, m ≤ p then rcase3(a) = p−m, ccase3(a)
E = p+ (1− p)k − c;

Case 3 (b): if αE < min{1−αI
2 , 1 − 2αI} and k ≤ m then fcase3(b)(σ

H |L) =

max{ c−p
(1−p)k , 0}. If, in addition, c > p then c

case3(a)
E = 0, rcase3(a) = kp

c−(1−k)p −m. If,

in addition, c ≤ p then rcase3(a) = 1−m, ccase3(a)
E = p− c;

Case 4: if max{1−2αI , 1− (k+m)
k αI} ≤ αE < 1−αI

2 then fcase4(σH |L) = max{0, c−p
(1−p)k}.

If, in addition, c > p then ccase4E = rcase4 = 0. If, in addition, c ≤ p then rcase4 = 0,
ccase4E = p− c;

Case 5: if 1−2αI ≤ αE < min{1−αI
2 , 1− (k+m)

k αI} then fcase5(σH |L) = min{p(1−m)
(1−p)m , 1}.

If, in addition, p > m then ccase5E = p + (1 − p)k − c, rcase5 = 0. If, in addition,

p ≤ m then rcase5 = 0, ccase5E = p(m+(1−m)k)
m − c;

Case 6 (a): if 1−αI
2 ≤ αE < 1− 2αI and k > m or 1−αI

2 ≤ αE < 1− 2αI , k ≤ m
and 1−αI

1+k/m ≤ αE then fcase6(a)(σ
H |L) = min{p(1−m)

(1−p)m , 1}. If, in addition, p ≤ m then

c
case6(a)
E = 0, rcase6(a) = 0. If, in addition, p > m then rcase6(a) = p−m, ccase6(a)

E = 0;

Case 6 (b): if 1−αI
2 ≤ αE < 1−2αI , k ≤ m and 1−αI

1+k/m > αE then fcase6(b)(σ
H |L) =

max{ c−p
(1−p)k , 0}. If, in addition, p ≤ c then c

case6(b)
E = 0, rcase6(b) = pk

c−(1−k)p −m. If,

in addition, p > c then rcase6(a) = p−m, ccase6(a)
E = 0.

Under all cases, f(σH |H) = 1.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2:
First, recall that if p < mc

(1−m)k+m then there is no way to jointly induce entry

and investment. Adding fees to the model can only harm incentives for entry and
investment. The following cases focus on p ≥ mc

(1−m)k+m .

Also, recall that under the assumption 1 we have k ≥ c.

Case 1:
Under this case, A11 is always decreasing in cE and r. Because decreasing cE and

r also relaxes A12 and A13 we have cE = r = 0. mαI > kαE also implies that A11
is decreasing in f(σH |L). Since decreasing f(σH |L) relaxes A12 and tightens A13
the optimal would be f(σH |L) = max{0, c−p

(1−p)k}. Under this rule we can verify that

A12 is satisfied.

Case 2:
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We have cE = r = 0. mαI ≤ kαE implies A11 is nondecreasing in f(σH |L).
Increasing f(σH |L) tightens A12 and relaxes A13. Hence we set, f(σH |L) =

min{p(1−m)
(1−p)m , 1}. We can verify that A13 is satisfied under this rule.

Case 3:
Objective is strictly increasing in both, r and cE . Hence, at the optimum A12 and

A13 must bind. We then substitute the constraints into the objective, simplify and
get the following problem

max
f(σH |θL)

{(k −m)f(σH |L)}

s.t.
p

p+ (1− p)f(σH |L)
−m ≥ 0

p+ (1− p)f(σH |L)k − c ≥ 0

Case 3 (a):
We can increase f(σH | L) until the first constraint binds. We get, f(σH |L) =

min{p(1−m)
(1−p)m , 1}. Substituting this into second constraint we can verify that it is

satisfied.
Case 3 (b):
We can decrease f(σH |L) until the second constraint binds. We get, f(σH |L) =

max{ c−p
(1−p)k , 0}. Under this solution, we can verify that the first constraint is also

satisfied.

Case 4:
A11 is strictly increasing in cE and nonincreasing in r. Hence, at the optimum we

must have r = 0 and cE = p+ (1− p)f(σH |L)k− c ≥ 0. Using these, we can rewrite
the problem as

max
f(σH |θL)

{(k(1− αI − αE)− αIm)f(σH |L)}

s.t.

p+ (1− p)f(σH |L)k − c ≥ 0
p

p+ f(σH |L)(1− p)
−m ≥ 0

The objective is decreasing in f(σH |L) and hence we set f(σH |L) = max{0, c−p
(1−p)k}.

One can check that both constraints are satisfied.

Case 5:
A11 is strictly increasing in cE and nonincreasing in r. Hence, at the optimum we

must have r = 0 and cE = p+(1−p)f(σH |L)k− c ≥ 0. Using these, we have similar
problem as in case 4

Objective is increasing in f(σH |L) and hence we set f(σH |L) = min{p(1−m)
(1−p)m , 1}.

Case 6:
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A11 is strictly increasing in r and nonincreasing in cE . At the optimum we must
have cE = 0 and r = p

p+f(σH |θL)(1−p) −m . The problem is rewritten as

max
f(σH |θL)

{−(1− αI − αE(1 +
k

m
))m(1− p)f(σH |L)}

s.t.

p+ (1− p)f(σH |L)k − c ≥ 0
p

p+ f(σH |L)(1− p)
−m ≥ 0

Case 6 (a):

The objective is increasing in f(σH |L). So, f(σH |L) = min{p(1−m)
(1−p)m , 1}. One can

verify that both constraints are satisfied.
Case 6(b):
The objective is decreasing in f(σH |L). So, f(σH |L) = max{ c−p

(1−p)k , 0}. �

Proposition 4. The optimal dynamic disclosure rule is a threshold rule in g(ht)
with threshold g∗ such that for all histories, ht, inducing g(ht) ≥ g∗, dpH is set and
otherwise dpL is set.

I will prove several intermediary lemmas and claims that will lead to the proof of
the proposition 4.

Let,

Wf (G(ht
′
)) = (1− δ)Ef ,z,t′

[ ∞∑
t=t′

δt1{at=E,at,I=IN}(1{θt=H} −m)

]

be the average expected discounted payoffs for the regulator at the beginning of
period t′ under the dynamic disclosure rule f . The following lemmas show how the
problem can be simplified.

First, recall that ZG(ht) is the support of G at the history ht.

Lemma 2. If ZG(ht) ⊆ [0, mc
(1−m)k+m) there is no policy which would avoid shutting

down the market.

PROOF:
If a policy induces trade for some realizations of Str ⊆ S/{�, sH , sL} it must be

the case that for those realizations the following ICs for the innovator and investor
are satisfied

(A15)
f(s|ht, E,H)EG(ht,E)(p)

f(s|ht, E,H)EG(ht,E)(p) + f(s|ht, E, L)(1− EG(ht,E)(p))
≥ m ∀ s ∈ Str

(A16)
∑
s∈Str

f(s|ht, E,H)pj + k
∑
s∈Str

f(s|ht, E, L)(1− pj) ≥ c iff type pj plays E
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A15 ensures that investor invests where EG(ht,E)(p) is expectation of p conditional

on observing innovator playing E in period t along with the history ht. A16 says
that type pj innovator would play E iff his expected payoff from doing this is no
less than playing NE.

Let p̄ZG(ht)
be an upper bound of ZG(ht). The left hand side of the inequality in

A15 is nondecreasing in EG(ht,E)(p) and A16 is independent of EG(ht,E)(p). Hence,
we can fix EG(ht,E)(p) = p̄Z

G(ht)
. Then, A15 and A16 are relaxed if we increase

f(s|ht, E,H) hence, we can set f(s|ht, E,H) = 1 for some str ∈ Str and take
|Str| = 1.

(A17)
p̄ZG(ht)

(1−m)

m(1− p̄ZG(ht)
)
≥ f(str|ht, E, L)

(A18) pj + k(1− pj)f(str|ht, E, L) ≥ c

A18 is further relaxed if we increase pj . Since the maximum value p can take is
p̄Z

G(ht)
substituting we get,

(A19) f(str|ht, E, L) ≥
c− p̄ZG(ht)

(1− p̄Z
G(ht)

)k

Combining A17 and A19 we obtain that f(str|ht, E, L) satisfying both, A17 and
A19, exists iff p̄ZG(ht)

≥ mc
(1−m)k+m , contradicting that ZG(ht) ⊆ [0, mc

(1−m)k+m). �

Lemma 3. If ZG(ht) ⊆ [c, 1] full disclosure is the optimal policy.

PROOF:
If ZG(ht) ⊆ [c, 1] then fully disclosing information induces all types p ∈ ZG(ht)

to play E i.e. there is no problem of incentivizing the innovators to realize ideas.
The investor invests iff state is H. This maximizes the expected stage payoffs of
the investor. Since this is true for all ZG(h) ⊆ [c, 1] it implies that for all possible
beliefs paths the optimal static policy would be the same (full disclosure). Hence,
no matter how beliefs evolve fully disclosing information period by period is the
optimal dynamic rule, as well.�

Now I formulate the dynamic programming problem for the regulator. In order to
prove that the problem is well defined and to characterize the optimal dynamic dis-
closure I take the following approach: first, I consider a problem where constraints
for the innovator are ignored (the relaxed problem). Assuming that the value func-
tion exists, I derive necessary conditions that it must satisfy (claims 1, 2 and 3).
Then I show that under those necessary conditions, investor’s constraints are sat-
isfied. This step enables me to drastically simplify the problem. In particular, I
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reduce the space of disclosure rules over which I need to optimize. Given this, it
becomes easy to prove existence, uniqueness, monotonicity and continuity of the
value function. In the end, I show that the optimal rule is a threshold rule in the
belief about high success rate.

The problem is formulated as follows,

(A20) V (G(ht)) = max
(St,f(·|ht,E,θt)θt∈Θ)

(1− δ)
∑

s∈Str [f(s|ht, E,H)P (ZG(ht,E))EG(ht,E)(p)(1−m)−
f(s | ht, E, L)P (ZG(ht,E))EG(ht,E)(1− p)m]+

δ[
∑

s∈Str f(s|ht, E,H)P (ZG(ht,E))EG(ht,E)(p)V (G(ht, E, I, sH))+∑
s∈Str f(s|ht, E, L)P (ZG(ht,E))EG(ht,E)(1− p)V (G(ht, E, I, sL))+

[
∑

s∈Strc f(s|ht, E,H)P (ZG(ht,E))EG(ht,E)(p)+∑
s∈Strc f(s|ht, E, L)P (ZG(ht,E))EG(ht,E)(1− p)]V (G(ht, E,NI, s))+

(1− P (ZG(ht,E)))V (G(ht, NE,NI,�))]


s.t.

f(s | ht, E,H)EG(ht,E)(p)

f(s|ht, E,H)EG(ht,E)(p) + f(s|ht, E, L)(1− EG(ht,E)(p))
≥ m ∀ s ∈ Str∑

s∈Str
f(s|ht, E,H)pj + k

∑
s∈Str

f(s|ht, E, L)(1− pj) ≥ c if type pj ∈ ZG(ht,E)

Here P (ZG(ht,E)) is the probability of ZG(ht,E) under G(ht).

Claim 1. V (G) is convex in the relaxed problem.

PROOF:
I consider the problem A20 without the first constraint. Fix λ ∈ [0, 1] and G =

λG
′

+ (1 − λ)G
′′
. I denote by fG an optimal dynamic rule when we start from

public belief G. I use the notation VfG(G). We know that supf{λWf (G
′
) + (1 −

λ)Wf (G
′′
)} ≤ λVfG′ (G

′
) + (1 − λ)VfG′′ (G

′′
) is true. Hence, if we show that there

exists some f such that VfG(G) ≤ λWf (G
′
) + (1−λ)Wf (G

′′
) then we will obtain the

convexity. I will construct such f .
Start from some ht such that G = G(ht). Define f in the following manner: set

(St′ , f(·|ht′, E, θt′)θt′∈Θ) = (SGt′ , f
G(·|ht′ , E, θt′)θt′∈Θ) for all histories which proceed

from ht.
In particular, at ht I set (St, f(·|ht, E, θt)θt∈Θ) = (SGt , f

G(·|ht, E, θt)θt∈Θ). Since
G = λG

′
+(1−λ)G

′′
, the first period expected stage payoff to the regulator is linear

in G and the expression in the second constraint does not depend on G, we must
have that the first stage payoff to the regulator under fG equals first stage payoff
under f .

Now consider any history ht
′
. Let probG(ht

′
) be its probability under G. I claim

that probG(ht
′
)=λprobG′(h

t′) + (1− λ)probG”(ht
′
). Conditional on the true success

rate of innovation, pj , the history is determined by disclosure rules and agents’
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actions which are the same under f and fG, by construction. This fact and G =
λG

′
+(1−λ)G

′′
imply the claim. Now we see that VfG(G) = λWf (G

′
)+(1−λ)Wf (G

′′
)

as after any given history fG and f are the same, by construction, first period
expected stage payoff to the regulator is linear in G and the expression in the
second constraint does not depend on G. �

Claim 2. In the relaxed problem, the optimal dynamic rule uses at most two signal
realizations (σH , σL) in each period and sets f(σH |ht, E,H) = 1 for all ht.

PROOF:
The second part follows because the second constraint in problem A20 is relaxed

and stage payoff increases if we increase f(s | ht, E,H) for some s ∈ Str. In addition,
since V (G) is convex and increasing f(s|ht, E,H) for such s is the same as providing
a better information (in the Blackwell sense) for the continuation game, we have
that expected continuation payoffs also go up with f(s|ht, E,H) for any s ∈ Str.

Since, f(σH |ht, E,H) = 1 for all ht, the objective function and the second con-
straint now only depend on

∑
s∈Str f(s|ht, E, L) (not f(s|ht, E, L) separately). Hence,

we can restrict attention to rules with at most 2 signal realizations. �

Using implications of claim 2 in the objective function, we see that, increasing
f(σH |ht, E, L) strictly decreases the objective and is only useful for incentivizing
innovation (relaxing constraint 2). Hence, the optimal dynamic rule in the relaxed
problem would use one of the 2 disclosure rules in each period. One disclosure rule
induces, both, pH and pL to innovate. Another, induces only pH to innovate. Thus,
we can rewrite the relaxed problem as,

V (G) =

max


g [pH((1−m)k+m)−mc)]

k + δ(1− g) [pL((1−m)k+m)−mc)]
k ,

maxf(σH |G,E,L){(1− δ)[EG(p)(1−m)−
f(σH | G,E,L)EG(1− p)m]+

δ[EG(p)V (G(sH)) + EG(1− p)V (G(sL))]}


s.t.

pL + kf(σH |G,E,L)(1− pL) ≥ c
G(s) denotes posterior public belief given prior G and signal s. g denotes g(pH)

and 1− g denotes g(pL).

Claim 3. f(σH |G,E,L) = c−pL
k(1−pL)

PROOF:
Continuation values are not affected by f(σH |G,E,L) and stage payoff strictly

decreases in f(σH |G,E,L). Hence, we make the innovator’s constraint to bind. �

The relaxed problem can be rewritten as
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(A21) V (G) =

max


g [pH((1−m)k+m)−mc)]

k + δ(1− g) [pL((1−m)k+m)−mc)]
k ,

(1− δ)[EG(p)(1−m)− c−pL
(1−pL)k

EG(1− p)m]+

δ[EG(p)V (G(sH)) + EG(1− p)V (G(sL))]


Lemma 4. The investor’s incentive constraints are never violated in the relaxed
problem.

PROOF:
We need to verify that EG(p)

EG(p)+ c−pL
(1−pL)k

(1−EG(p))
≥ m for all G. Since the expression

increases in g we take the worst case where g = 0. The condition reduces to pL ≥
mc

(1−m)k+m which is true for pL ∈ ( mc
(1−m)k+m , 1] (otherwise, apply Lemma 2). �

Now, we are ready to prove the existence and uniqueness of V that satisfies A21.
I also show that V is continuous, strictly increasing and convex in g.

Lemma 5. There exists unique V that satisfies A21. Moreover, it is continuous,
strictly increasing and convex in g.

PROOF:
Define operator T as follows,

(A22) T (W )(g) =

max


(1− δ)g [pH((1−m)k+m)−mc)]

k + δ[gW (1) + (1− g)W (0)],

(1− δ)[EG(p)(1−m)− c−pL
(1−pL)k

EG(1− p)m]+

δ[EG(p)W (gH) + EG(1− p)W (gL)]


It is straightforward to verify that T satisfies Blackwell’s sufficient conditions

for the contraction mapping. Also, it maps continuous and bounded functions to
continuous and bounded functions as upper envelope of continuous functions is con-
tinuous and current stage payoffs are bounded. Also, if we start with W weakly
increasing in g, T will generate a function that is strictly increasing in g because
stage payoffs from choosing either dpH or dpL are strictly increasing in g. Hence,
we have a contraction mapping on the space of continuous, bounded and weakly
increasing functions. Moreover, mapping happens from weakly increasing functions
to the strictly increasing functions. Using standard arguments from Stokey & Lucas
(1989) leads to the result.

To verify that V is convex in g one may use similar argument as in claim 1. �
Now we are ready to conclude the proof of the proposition 4. I argue that the

optimal dynamic disclosure rule is a threshold rule in g.
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PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4:
If g = 1 then the optimal thing to do is to set static optimal rule for pj = pH .

This gives the average discounted payoffs of [pH((1−m)k+m)−mc)]
k . This observation

will be useful.
We need to show that if for some g′′ < 1 we have

V (G′′) = g′′
[pH((1−m)k +m)−mc)]

k
+ δ(1− g′′) [pL((1−m)k +m)−mc)]

k

then for all g > g′′ we also have

V (G) = g
[pH((1−m)k +m)−mc)]

k
+ δ(1− g)

[pL((1−m)k +m)−mc)]
k

By contradiction, suppose that there is some g′ > g′′such that V (G′) = (1 −
δ)[EG′(p)(1−m)− c−pL

(1−pL)k
EG′(1−p)m]+δ[EG′(p)V (G(sH))+EG′(1−p)V (G(sL))] >

g′ [p
H((1−m)k+m)−mc)]

k + δ(1− g′) [pL((1−m)k+m)−mc)]
k .

Since g′ > g′′ we have that g′ [p
H((1−m)k+m)−mc)]

k + δ(1− g′) [pL((1−m)k+m)−mc)]
k

> V (G′′) and hence V (G′′) < V (G′). Since g′ > g′′, V (G′′) < V (G′), V (G) is convex

and V (G) ≥ g [pH((1−m)k+m)−mc)]
k +δ(1−g) [pL((1−m)k+m)−mc)]

k for all G, we must have
that for all g > g′ it is the case that V (G) is strictly increasing. Suppose this was

not the case, then there would be some ḡ > g ≥ g′ with g [pH((1−m)k+m)−mc)]
k + δ(1−

g) [pL((1−m)k+m)−mc)]
k ≤ V (G), ḡ [pH((1−m)k+m)−mc)]

k + δ(1 − ḡ) [pL((1−m)k+m)−mc)]
k ≤

V (Ḡ) and V (Ḡ) ≤ V (G). If we take λ ∈ (0, 1) such that G = λG′′+ (1−λ)Ḡ then,
V (G) > λV (G′′) + (1− λ)V (Ḡ) which violates convexity of V .

Since for all g > g′ it is the case that V is strictly increasing, and V (G) ≥
g [pH((1−m)k+m)−mc)]

k + δ(1− g) [pL((1−m)k+m)−mc)]
k for all G, it must be the case that

V (g = 1) > [pH((1−m)k+m)−mc)]
k which contradicts that the value from the optimal

rule is [pH((1−m)k+m)−mc)]
k at g = 1. �

Proposition 6. Consider the dynamic model with inactive platform, T = 2 and
k = 1. The regulator’s optimal dynamic rule is a threshold rule where threshold g∗

is given by

g∗ =
(1− pL)(pL −mc)

(1− pL)(pL −mc) + (1 + δ)(pH − pL)(1− c)m
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 6:

In the second period, the regulator solves

max{g(pH −mc), (1− g)(pL −mc) + g((1−m)pH −m(1− pH)
c− pL

(1− pL)
)}

I use gθ for the updated g after learning θ.
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Regulator separates in the second period iff g ≥ Z0 where Z0 is

Z0 ≡
(1− pL)[pL −mc)]

(1− pL)[pL −mc)] + (pH − pL)(1− c)m

Z0 completely pins down behavior of the regulator in the second period.
If the regulator chooses not to separate in the first period, then in the second

period there are 3 cases:

Case 1 - gH , gL ≥ Z0,
Case 2 - gH , gL < Z0

Case 3 - gH ≥ Z0 and gL < Z0.
Note that gL ≥ Z0 and gH < Z0 can never arise as gH > gL.

In addition, I account for two more thresholds for g. Z1 will be the threshold
above which gH ≥ Z0 and Z2 threshold above which gL ≥ Z0. Those thresholds are

Z1 ≡ pL(1− pL)(pL −mc)
pL(1− pL)(pL − ic) + pH(pH − pL)(1− c)m

Z2 ≡ (1− pL)2(pL −mc)
(1− pL)2(pL −mc) + (1− pH)(pH − pL)(1− c)m

Now for the three cases, we account for thresholds, Zcase1, Zcase2 and Zcase3. Zcase1
for instance would say that if prior g is above Zcase1 and in the second period Case
1 obtains then regulator would separate. These thresholds are calculated as follows-
for each case, we know what is the second period optimal rule under each realization
of θ which we substitute as a continuation value and find the optimal rule in the
first period. Those thresholds are given by

Zcase1 ≡ (1− δ)(1− pL)(pL −mc)
(1− δ)(1− pL)(pL −mc) + (pH − pL)(1− c)m

Zcase2 ≡ (1− pL)(pL −mc)
(1− pL)(pL −mc) + (1 + δ)(pH − pL)(1− c)m

Zcase3 ≡ (1− δpL)(1− pL)(pL −mc)
(1− δpL)(1− pL)(pL −mc) + (1 + δ(1− pH))(pH − pL)(1− c)m

One can verify that Z2 > Z1 > Zcase2 > Zcase3 > Zcase1. Case 2 can obtain
only for g ∈ [Zcase2, Z1) and increasing g beyond Z1 gets us to the case 3. Because
Zcase3 < Z1 the regulator still separates as we increase g further. Beyond Z2 we
go to case 1 and since Zcase1 < Z2 the regulator still separates. Hence, we have a
threshold rule and the threshold is given by g∗ = Zcase2. �

We can conduct the following comparative static exercises as corollaries to the
proposition 6,
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i) ∂g∗

∂m < 0. Higher investment cost incentivizes learning (separation) as under no
separation the quality of the information provided to the investors is low (higher
probability of investment in state L) and as m increases the investor becomes more
vulnerable to low quality information.

ii) ∂g∗

∂c < 0 if m > pL and otherwise ∂g∗

∂c ≥ 0.

iii) ∂g∗

∂δ < 0. Higher patience means that there is more weight on the gains from
learning through separation.

iv) ∂g∗

∂pL
> 0 and ∂g∗

∂pH
< 0. Low pL or high pH means that the first period gain

from pooling (increased probability of trade in the first period) is low.
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